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parameters of both CB functions for a given state are kept the 
same, as these are not affected by the detector resolution. The 
mass parameter of the ground state is left free to allow for possible 
shifts in the absolute momentum calibration of the reconstructed 
tracks. For the excited states (ϒ(2S) and ϒ(3S)), the yields can vary 
while all other fit parameters are fixed to be identical to those for 
the ground state except for the mean and width which are fixed 
to values found by multiplying those for ϒ(1S) by the ratio of the 
published masses of the states [41]. In the pp data fits, the two 
radiative-tail parameters and the parameter for the ratio of the 
two widths are allowed to vary within a Gaussian probability den-
sity function (PDF). The mean and the width of the constraining 
Gaussian function represent the average and its uncertainty, re-
spectively, from the fits in all the rapidity bins of the analysis with 
no fixed parameters. In the PbPb fits, in addition, the parameter 
for the fraction of the two CB functions is also constrained. In this 
case, the mean and the width of the constrained parameters rep-
resent the corresponding parameter values and their uncertainties 
from the pp fits for each kinematic region. The background PDF 
is an error function multiplied by an exponential, with the yield, 
the error function’s two parameters, and the decay parameter of 
the exponential all allowed to vary in the final fit. For bins with 
pT > 6 GeV, an exponential without the error function provides 
the best fit, and was used for the nominal result.

Fig. 1 shows the dimuon invariant mass distributions in pp 
and PbPb collisions along with the fits using the model described 
above, for the kinematic range pµ+µ−

T < 30 GeV and |yµ+µ− | <
2.4.

4.2. Corrections

In order to obtain the normalized cross sections, the yields ex-
tracted from the fits to the dimuon invariant mass spectra are cor-
rected for acceptance and efficiency, and scaled by the integrated 
luminosity. The acceptance corresponds to the fraction of dimuon 
events originating from ϒ mesons within the kinematic range of 
the analysis. The acceptance values for the considered kinematic 
region are 22.5% (ϒ(1S)), 27.8% (ϒ(2S)), and 31.0% (ϒ(3S)) for PbPb 
collisions and differ by < 1% from the corresponding pp data val-
ues, with the small difference being due to a small residual differ-
ence in the kinematic spectra after weighting the MC to data.

The dimuon efficiency is defined as the probability that a muon 
pair within the acceptance is reconstructed offline, satisfies the 
trigger condition, and passes the analysis quality criteria described 
in Section 3. The dimuon efficiency is calculated using MC. The in-
dividual components of the efficiency (track reconstruction, muon 
identification and selection, and triggering) are also measured us-
ing single muons from J/ψ meson decays in both simulated and 
collision data, with the tag-and-probe (T&P) method [30]. For the 
muons used in this analysis, data and MC efficiencies are seen to 
differ only in the case of the trigger efficiency, and there only 
by !1%. For this case, scaling factors (SF), calculated as the ra-
tio of data over simulated efficiencies as function of pµ

T and ηµ , 
are applied to each dimuon on an event-by-event basis. The other 
components of the T&P efficiency are used only for the estima-
tion of systematic uncertainties. The average efficiencies integrated 
over the full kinematic range are 73.5% (ϒ(1S)), 74.4% (ϒ(2S)), and 
75.0% (ϒ(3S)) in PbPb collisions, and they are 8–9% higher for pp 
collisions.

The integrated luminosity of 28.0 pb−1 with an uncertainty of 
2.3% [42] is used to normalize the yields for pp data. For PbPb
collisions, the number of minimum bias collision events sampled 
by the trigger (NMB), together with the average nuclear overlap 
function (TAA), are used for the normalization. The overlap func-
tion TAA is given by the number of binary NN collisions divided 

Fig. 1. Invariant mass distribution of muon pairs in pp (top) and PbPb (bottom) 
collisions, for the kinematic range pµ+µ−

T < 30 GeV and |yµ+µ− | < 2.4. In both 
figures, the results of the fits to the data are shown as solid blue lines. The separate 
yields for each ϒ state in pp are shown as dashed red lines in the top panel. The 
dashed red lines in the bottom panel are derived from the fits to PbPb (blue solid 
line). In order to show the suppression of all three ϒ states, the amplitudes of the 
corresponding peaks are increased above those found in the fit by the inverse of 
the measured RAA for the corresponding ϒ meson.

by the inelastic NN cross section, and can be interpreted as the 
NN-equivalent integrated luminosity per heavy ion collision. Val-
ues of TAA are calculated with a Glauber model MC simulation [43,
44], which is also used to obtain the average number of partic-
ipating nucleons, ⟨Npart⟩. This latter number is highly correlated 
with the impact parameter of the collision, and is used as the 
abscissa when plotting results as a function of PbPb collision cen-
trality.

4.3. Systematic uncertainties

Point-to-point systematic uncertainties arise from the choices 
of signal and background PDFs and of the central value in the fit 
constraints, as well as from acceptance and efficiency corrections. 
Larger relative uncertainties are obtained when the background 
level is higher (at lower pT or more forward y regions), and, in 
particular for the ϒ(3S), when the absolute yield is small.
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クォーコニウムに関する基本的なこと

クォーコニウム：重クォーク対の束縛状態

発見の歴史
▶ 1974年 J/ψ 粒子（p+Be/e+ + e−）→ チャームクォークの発見
▶ 1977年 Υ粒子（p+Cu,Pt）→ ボトムクォークの発見

JP = 1− のクォーコニウム [Particle Data Group (16)]

質量 束縛エネルギー ∗

J/ψ 3.097 GeV ∼ 0.6 GeV
ψ(2S) 3.686 GeV ∼ 0.05 GeV
Υ(1S) 9.460 GeV ∼ 1 GeV
Υ(2S) 10.023 GeV ∼ 0.5 GeV
Υ(3S) 10.355 GeV ∼ 0.2 GeV

* 2m
D± = 3.739 GeV、2m

B± = 10.559 GeV から計算した
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重クォークの間に働く力

T=0

c c
_

Confinement by string

離しすぎると紐を伸ばすよりも軽いクォーク対を生成する方が得になる（string breaking）
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クォーコニウムを QGP環境中に置いたら？

Color Screening

cc

T>Tc
クォークやグルーオンが自由に動けるようになり、重クォークのカラー電荷が遮蔽される
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ちょっと雑に量子力学

具体的なポテンシャルで考えてみる

V (r;T = 0) = −α
r︸︷︷︸

クーロン

+ σr︸︷︷︸
紐

→ V (r;T > Tc) = −α
r
exp[−mDr]︸ ︷︷ ︸

遮蔽

ポテンシャルが弱いと束縛状態がなくなる

E(r) = 2m︸︷︷︸
質量

+
1

2mr2︸ ︷︷ ︸
運動エネルギー

+ V (r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ポテンシャル

,
∂E(r)

∂r

∣∣∣
r=rQQ̄

= 0

▶ 変分法で解 rQQ̄ が見つかるのはmD ≤ 0.84mα

▶ mD(T ) ∼ T なので、高温になると束縛状態は存在しない
▶ 重クォークの質量が重いほど、束縛状態は高温まで生き残る

J/ψ の収量は T ∼ (1.2− 1.5)Tc を境に急減するはず（J/ψ suppression）[Matsui-Satz (86)]
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スペクトル関数とは何か？

物質から、ある量子数やエネルギー・運動量を持った励起を起こせる度合い
真空のスペクトル関数 [Particle Data Group (16)]
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QGP中のスペクトル関数で何がわかるか？

QGP中の粒子とエネルギー・運動量のやりとりが起こる

▶ 熱的環境ではスペクトル関数がぼやける
▶ 多少ぼやけてもピーク構造があると、束縛状態は生き残っている
▶ 連続的なスペクトルになると、束縛状態は消滅している
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格子 QCD計算＋最大エントロピー法

J/ψ のスペクトル関数 [Asakawa-Hatsuda (04)]

なるほど 1.7Tc くらいまで J/ψ は生き残っていそう
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他にもいろんな計算がある

溶解温度のまとめ [Foka-Janik (16)]

P. Foka, M.A. Janik / Reviews in Physics 1 (2016) 172–194  183 
Table 1  
Charmonium and bottomonium states and their mass, binding energy !E and radius. Table from [17] . 

state J / ψ χ c (1P) ψ(2S) ϒ(1S) χ b (1P) ϒ(2S) χ b (2P) ϒ(3S) 
mass [GeV/ c 2 ] 3 .10 3 .53 3 .68 9 .46 9 .99 10 .02 10 .26 10 .36 
binding [GeV] 0 .64 0 .20 0 .05 1 .10 0 .67 0 .54 0 .31 0 .20 
radius [fm] 0 .25 0 .36 0 .45 0 .14 0 .22 0 .28 0 .34 0 .39 

Fig. 7. (Left) Compilation of medium temperatures relative to the critical temperature ( T c ), where quarkonium states are dissociated in the QGP. Techniques 
used in calculations: lattice QCD [135–145] , QCD sum rules [146–151] , AdS/CFT [152–155] , effective field theories [156,157] , and potential models [144,158–

164] . Figure from [145] . (Right) Sequential quarkonium suppression for J/ ψ (upper) and ϒ(1S) (lower) states [132] . 
The interpretation of the observed suppression pattern is not trivial; a quantitative description must consider feed-down 

from excited states, which contributes a significant fraction of the J/ ψ inclusive yield in pp collisions. Fig. 7 -right shows the 
sequential quarkonium suppression for J/ ψ (upper) and ϒ(1S) (lower) states. Furthermore, in addition to mechanisms related 
to hot matter, other effects related to cold nuclear matter, may affect the quarkonium production. The assessment of the 
size of these effects is fundamental to interpret the AA quarkonium results. Such CNM effects could include: (i) initial-state 
nuclear effects on the parton densities (shadowing); (ii) coherent energy loss consisting of initial-state parton energy loss 
and final-state energy loss; and (iii) final-state absorption by nucleons (expected to be negligible at LHC energies) [165–172] . 
The study of pA collisions is important to disentangle the effects of QGP from those of CNM, and to provide essential input 
to the understanding of nucleus-nucleus collisions. 

In addition, at very high energies, a new production mechanism is thought to be at work (in the case of charmonium); 
namely, the abundant production of c and c̄ quarks 5 could lead to charmonium production by (re)combination of these 
charm quarks during the collision history [173] or at hadronization [174,175] . 

The measurements of J/ ψ in Pb–Pb collisions at LHC was expected to provide an opportunity to disentangle dissocia- 
tion and (re)combination effects. The observation of either one (or both) of these predicted phenomena i.e. quarkonium 
suppression or/and heavy-quark (re)combination implies the existence of a deconfined QGP state. 

To interpret the results of quarkonia production and deduce the effects of a deconfined medium it is important to under- 
stand if and how the medium presence modifies the fraction of produced c ̄c pairs that are going into charmonium formation. 
The general idea at LHC is to normalize quarkonium production to the production of open charm that is dominant. While 
it is difficult to precisely quantify, the current understanding is that, at first order, the production process in elementary 
hadronic collisions starts with the formation of a c ̄c pair which can then either lead to production of open charm (about 
90%) or bind to form a charmonium state (about 10% ) of all charmonia [176] . Then, the crucial quantity to measure is the 
fraction of charmonia relative to open charm (and in general the fraction of quarkonia to the relevant open heavy-flavour 
production [176,177] ). If this quantity is measured over the full phase space, down to zero p T , then the kinematic biases 
and effects of any possible initial-state modification should cancel out. Hence, any observed modifications relative to the pp 

5 The number of c ̄c pairs per event is increasing from 0.2 at SPS √ 
s NN = 17.3 GeV to 10 at RHIC √ 

s NN = 200 GeV, and up to 85 at LHC √ 
s NN = 2.76 TeV. 

深い束縛状態ほど高温まで生き残りそう
しかし、相転移のように明確な溶解温度の定義は存在しない
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重イオン衝突での重クォーク対生成

重クォーク対生成の数（≫クォーコニウムの数）をグラウバー模型で見積もってみよう

p+ p→ c+ c̄+X p+ p→ b+ b̄+X [Andronic+ (16)]

Eur. Phys. J. C (2016) 76 :107 Page 11 of 151 107
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Fig. 1 Left Total (extrapolated) cc cross section as a function of√
s [100–106]. Data in proton–nucleus (p–A) or deuteron–nucleus (d–

A) collisions were scaled down assuming no nuclear effect. Right A
compilation of the bb differential cross section measurements at mid-

rapidity in pp and pp collisions [107–111]. Results are compared to
pQCD calculations, NLO MNR [6] and FONLL [44,99] for cc and bb,
respectively
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Fig. 2 dσ/d p T for heavy-flavour decay leptons in pp collisions: a elec-
trons at mid-rapidity for

√
s = 200 GeV from PHENIX [112], b elec-

trons at mid-rapidity for
√
s = 2.76 TeV [118] and c muons at forward-

rapidity for
√
s = 2.76 TeV from ALICE [119]. FONLL [44,99] predic-

tions are also shown; in a and c the calculations for leptons from charm
and beauty decays are shown separately (without theoretical uncertainty
bands in a). GM-VFNS [15,16] and kT-factorisation [122] calculations
are also drawn in b

S-wave. For other states, such as the singlet S-wave, studies
are far more complex. The very first inclusive hadroproduc-
tion study of ηc was just carried out this year in the pp decay
channel by the LHCb Collaboration [98].

A compilation of the measurements of the p T-integrated
cc and bb cross section, σcc and σbb, is shown in Fig. 1
from SPS to LHC energies. Let us stress that most of the
p T-integrated results and nearly all y-integrated ones are
based on different extrapolations, which significantly depend
on theoretical inputs and which are not necessarily iden-
tical in the presence of nuclear effects. The results are
described within the uncertainties by pQCD calculations,
NLO MNR [6] and FONLL [44,99] for the cc and bb, respec-
tively. Note that most of the experimental results for σcc, in
particular at high energies, lie on the upper edge of the NLO
MNR uncertainties.

2.2.1 Lep tons from heavy-flavour decays

The first open-heavy-flavour measurements in heavy-ion col-
lisions were performed by exploiting heavy-flavour decay
leptons at RHIC by the PHENIX and STAR Collaborations.
These were done both in pp and AA collisions [112–116].
At the LHC, the ATLAS and ALICE Collaborations have
also performed such studies in heavy-ion collisions [117–
121]. A selection of the p T-differential production cross
sections of heavy-flavour decay leptons in pp collisions
at different rapidities and energies is presented in Fig. 2.
The measurements are reported together with calculations
of FONLL [44,99] for

√
s = 0.2 and 2.76 TeV, GM-

VFNS [15,16] and kT-factorisation [122] at
√
s = 2.76 TeV.

The POWHEG predictions [49], not shown in this figure,
show a remarkable agreement with the FONLL ones. The

123

▶ Au + Auの中心衝突で Ncoll/σ
in
NN ≃ 30/mb [Yagi-Hatsuda-Miake Fig.10.11]なので

√
sNN Ncc̄ Nbb̄

RHIC 200 GeV 24 0.03
LHC 5500 GeV 240 1
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重イオン衝突でのクォーコニウム生成

束縛状態の生き残り 無相関な対の再結合
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重クォーク対≫クォーコニウムなので LHCで cc̄の再結合は無視できないかもしれない
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J/ψのデータ

中心ラピディティの J/ψ 前方ラピディティの J/ψ [ALICE (13)]

束縛状態の生き残りだけを考えた場合、RAA ≃ J/ψ の存在確率
▶ High multiplicityの方が高温の QGPができるので、RAA は下がるだろう
▶ LHCの方が RHICよりも高温の QGPができるので、RAA は下がるだろう

RHICの J/ψ は束縛状態の生き残りだけで説明できそう
LHCの J/ψ 生成には再結合が無視できない
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Υのデータ

束縛エネルギーの順に [CMS (13)]

LHCの Υと high pT の J/ψ, ψ′ は束縛状態の生き残りだけで説明できそう
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おわりに

理論家は考えてみよう
▶ QGP中のクォーコニウムのスペクトル関数=観測されるレプトン対のスペクトル？
▶ ポテンシャルとスペクトル関数の関係はどうなっているか？

最先端へのキーワード
▶ ポテンシャルの定義：自由エネルギー、内部エネルギー、実時間ポテンシャル
▶ 量子開放系の概念：Lindblad形式、Stochastic unravelling

個人的な未解決問題
▶ 量子開放系でエントロピー力をどう記述するか？
▶ Gluo-dissociationの適切な記述／時間スケール
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